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Introduction. Consider a linear partial differential operator of order m, P,

having coefficients defined and analytic in some open subset Q of Rn + 1 («äO),

and let S be a piece of analytic hypersurface in LI, noncharacteristic with respect

to P at some point x° (we denote by 8/dv the differentiation in the direction of the

normal to S). The present article is concerned with the Cauchy problem:

(I) Pu=f in some open neighborhood Uofx0;

(II) (8/8v)ku=gkonSc\ U(k = 0,...,m-l).

The main result (see §4) can be roughly stated as follows : it is possible to determine

the neighborhood U so that, for all data fand gk(0SkSm—l) belonging to a suitable

class of "ultradistributions,\ there is, in the same class, a unique solution u to

(I)-(II). To describe the class of ultradistributions alluded to here, is not difficult.

They form a one-parameter family of ultradistributions spaces (the parameter is

real and denoted by s). One must first perform a special change of variables

(see §3) by which the set U is transformed into the strip {(x, t)e Rn + 1; \t\ <r¡, r¡>0},

and the hypersurface S into the hyperplane /=0. Then we may say the following:

the right-hand side/and the solution u are functions of t with values in the spaces of

ultradistributions with respect to the variables .v, which we introduce under the

notation Ks; the Cauchy data^. are members of such A"s spaces. What is the space

Ks? A member v of Ks is, by definition, the Fourier transform of a function v(Ç) in

Rn which is square-integrable with respect to the measure e_2s|í| d£. For i<0, the

elements of Ks are analytic functions, holomorphically extendable to slabs |Im x\

< — s of the complex space. In this case, the main theorem reduces more or less to

the classical Cauchy-Kovalevska theorem, of which it provides what I think

is a new proof (in §5). For i<0, the class Ks is quite large: it contains various types

of distributions in R", among which are all the ones that have compact support. In

particular, the main theorem implies that the equation Pu=f with /say a con-

tinuous function with compact support in U, is solvable (in U). Of course, the

solution is not going to be a distribution, a fortiori not a function—at least in

general. At any event, this very weak solvability result justifies a remark made at

the beginning of the article by Nirenberg-Treves [2] (a remark which has been

slightly mysterious until now, to the authors of the article among othersX1). In this
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same case s<0, the uniqueness of the solution u to the Cauchy problem (I)-(II)

yields at once the classical Holmgren's theorem (this is proved in §5).

Exploitation of the properties of the spaces Ks is made possible by a very general

result of the Cauchy-Kovalevska type, stated and proved in §0, which applies to a

certain type of "operational differential equation"

du/dt-B(t)A u = f.

In this article, this general result is applied to the spaces Ks by choosing, as the

operator A, the square root of 1 —A (A: the Laplace operator in Än). But other

choices are possible, adapted to different problems. It seems to me that this theorem

(whose proof is quite easy) should have rather far ranging applications, besides the

one considered here, applications where analyticity of the coefficients and the

operator (1-A)1'2 are replaced by different smoothness properties and suitably

adapted operators (for instance, smoothness could mean to belong to the dth

Gevrey class and A be the operator (1 — A)1,2d—with perhaps stricter requirements

on the linear partial differential equation under study).

Notations.    PDE: partial differential equation,

Rn: n-dimensional Euclidean space, Rn: its dual;

C: n-dimensional complex space;

x = (x1;..., xB), y = (yx,..., yn) : variables in Rn ;

f=(ii, • • -, D, v = (vx,...... 1«): variables in Rn;

Dx=d¡dj (1 SjSn), Dt = d/dt or d/dt; u'(t) = Dtu(t);

L2 : space of square-integrable functions in Rn or in Rn.

& and J^-1: Fourier transformation and its inverse:

(&u)(F) =  f   e-'<*-<>u(x) dx,    i=V~l-
Jr"

0. A general Cauchy-Kovalevska theorem. In this preliminary section, we

present a generalization of the Cauchy-Kovalevska theorem. All existence and/or

uniqueness results of this article are based on this theorem. In particular, we shall

see in later sections that the classical Cauchy-Kovalevska theorem follows from it.

The proof of the generalized version of the Cauchy-Kovalevska theorem is similar

to the proof of its classical counterpart, given in Hörmander [1, Theorem 5.1.1],

and, as a matter of fact, is somewhat simpler(2).

The basic ingredients are, first of all, a one-parameter family of complex Banach

spaces Fs (s real), with norm || ||„ which, for simplicity, we assume to be contained

in some "big" vector space. We make the following assumption:

(0.1) if sis', we have a continuous injection Es -+■ Es. with norm S 1.

(2) Added in proof. After the present article was submitted for publication, I have learned

that this abstract Cauchy-Kovalevska theorem has been stated, proved and applied by L. V.

Ovsyannikov in 1965 (see [3]) and, as a matter of fact, even at an earlier date, ca. 1958, by Russian

mathematicians of Gelfand's school. For further "exploitation" of Ovsyannikov's theorem, see [4].
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The union of the spaces Es will be denoted by F.«.

Next basic ingredient: a linear operator A: F_ œ r* F_ „ about which the follow-

ing hypothesis is made:

(0.2) ifs>s', A is a bounded linear map Fs—>- Fs. with norm Ee'ty—s')'1.

Of course, the factor e"1 has no special importance. Only, it will simplify some

forthcoming formulas and actually is present in all the applications we have in

mind.

The statements and the reasonings which are forthcoming are relative to func-

tions valued in the spaces Es. They will be functions of a variable t which can be

either real or complex. We shall also consider operator-valued functions of t. Thus,

we introduce a linear operator B(t), depending on t and acting on a certain linear

subspace of F_„. More precisely, let p and a be two numbers >0. We assume:

(0.3) For all real numbers s, \s\ S°, and all t, \t\Sp, B(t) is a bounded linear

operator ofEs into itself, with norm bounded by a number r ^ 0 independent of s and t.

We shall also need a smoothness property of B(t) with respect to /; it will be the

following one:

(0.4) Let s be any real number, \s\Sc If v(t) is a continuous map {t; \t\Sp}~> Es,

the same is true ofB(t)\(t). When t is complex, if furthermore y(t) is a holomorphic

map {t; \t \ < p} -*■ Es, the same is true of B(t)\(t).

Then, the generalized Cauchy-Kovalevska theorem will apply to the equation

(0.5) u'(t)-B(t)/su(t) = f(t),

with initial datum

(0.6) u(0) = u0.

As usual, u'(i) stands for the derivative of u(t) with respect to t. We must also say

what kind of data f(t), u0 we are willing to consider, and where equation (0.5)

should be valid.

We choose arbitrarily a real number s0, \s0\ Sc We require that

(0.7) u0 e FS0 and A «o e FSo,

(0.8) f(t) is a continuous map {t; \t\Sp} -*• ESo; if t is complex, f(t) is also holo-

morphic for \t\<p with values in ESo.

We may now state the announced result (when t is complex, the expression

"continuously differentiable" in the statement must be understood as meaning

"holomorphic"):

Theorem 0.1. Under the preceding hypotheses, there is a unique function a(t)

which for some number e,0<e<p, and for some real number s<s0, \s\<a, is a

continuously differentiable function of t, \t\ <e, with values in Es, and verifies (0.5)

for \t\<e, and (0.6).

This can be complemented by the following statement:

Theorem 0.2. Let s be a real number such that s<s0, \s\<<r and s0—sSpr.
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The function u(/) of Theorem 0.1 has the following properties:

(0.9) u(i) is a continuously differentiable function oft, \t\ < t~1(sq — s), with values

in Es;

(0.10) we have, for all t, \t\< t~1(s0-s),

(o.ii) KOII. ̂ KII.+-(ío-j) -(-a
(0.12) IIA »(Oil. = HAuolls+cM^o-^-riii}-1,

(0.13) \\u\t)l é C(l-T\t\l(s0-s))-\

where

C=r||Au0||So+ supf ||(0||So.

Proof. We make the substitution u = v + u0 in (0.5)-(0.6), which become:

(0.14) v'-Fa v = g,       v(0) = 0,

with g(/)=f(í) + F(í) a u0. Because of our hypotheses, g has the same smoothness

properties as f. We shall prove the existence of the solution v by iteration, more

precisely, by using the recursion formula

(0.15) v¿ + 1 = Fa v. + g,       vfc(0) = 0       (k = 0,l,...).

We start the recursion with v0 = 0, and we set wfc = vk + 1—\k. We get

(0.16) w0 = g,       w0(0) = 0,

(0.17) m'k+i = B a wfc,       wk+1(0) = 0       (k = 0,1,...).

We are going to prove that, for all k=0, 1,..., all s<sQ, \s\ So, all t, \t\Sp,

(0.18) \\<(t)\\sS Crk\t\kd-k,

where C is the constant in Theorem 0.2 and d=s0 — s. First of all, (0.18) holds for

k = 0, because, in view of (0.3), sup,^,, ||g(<)l»=C- Suppose then that (0.18) holds

for a given kiO. By integration with respect to /, we obtain

(0.19) K(0||, ^ Crklj^d~k.

We apply this with s + e, OSeSd, substituted for s, and we exploit, at this point,

hypothesis (0.2). We obtain

(0.20) || A W*(t)I, = Ce-'rk ^ a-^-t)-*.

We choose e = dj(k + l); (0.20) becomes

(0.21) || A wfc(/)||. S Ce-1(l + l/A:)fcTfc|i|'c + 1d-('c + 1).

We combine (0.21) with (0.17), and we take (0.3) into account, which yields at once
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(0.18) with k replaced by k+ 1. Setting u = u0 + 2fc=coo ** gives all the desired results.

In particular, (0.18) implies (0.13), (0.19) implies (0.11) and (0.21) implies (0.12).

Finally, we must prove the uniqueness of the solution u, that is, we prove that if a

continuously differentiable map

w(f):{r;|r| < *}^FSÓ

for s'0<s0, \s'ç\ <a, satisfies

(0.22) w' = B A w   for \t\ < e,       w(0) = 0,

it must vanish identically for |r| <e. Let us set g(t) = B(t)Aw(t). Obviously g is a

continuous function of t, \t\<e (we may now restrict ourselves to the case where t

is real, although the reasoning is still valid when t is complex, independently of

holomorphy), with values in E¿¿ with s'¿ <s'0, \s'¿\ < c But then (0.22) tells us that the

sequence {wfc}, where wfc = w for all £ = 0, 1,..., verifies (0.17), therefore also (0.19)

for all k, with s'ó substituted for s0 and e for p. But this means that w(i)=0 for

\t\ <t_1 d. If e happens to be >r~1d, we perform a translation and bring the

origin at the points ±r~ld, and repeat the argument. After a finite number of

steps, we see that w(/) = 0 for all real t, \t\<e.   Q.E.D.

1. Spaces Ks.   We considei the following functions of f e Rn:

h,(£) = (l + tjy12       (ISjSn),

h(0 = hi(0+---+hM).

Definition 1.1. Let s be a real number. We shall denote by Ks the space of

(classes of) functions F in Rn such that esWi)F(£) e L2.

Let s' be another real number. We shall denote by Ks,s' the space of functions F in

Rnsuch that hs'eshFeL2.

Of course, KS-° = KS. The spaces Ks,s' carry a natural Hubert space structure: the

one carried over from L2 via the vector space isomorphism F<-> /!SV"F.

It is clear that ^™(ÄB) is a dense subspace of Ks-S'. The inverse Fourier trans-

formation, J^-1, is a vector space isomorphism of #"(!?„) onto (Exp n .f)(Rn), the

space of rapidly decreasing ^"^ functions in Rn which can be extended to C as

entire functions of exponential type. For functions u, v e (Exp n SP), we define the

(Hubert) norm

(1.1) ||||||f>, = (27r)-"'2|l/lVd||,2

and associated inner product

(u,v)s,S' = (2n)~n jh2sX0e2sMou(0W)dl

Definition 1.2. We denote by Ks,s'—by K3 when s' = 0—the completion of the

space (Exp n SP) normed by (1.1).
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The Fourier transformation ,¥ is an isometry of (Exp n SF)(Rn)—normed by

(1.1)—onto ^"(Rn), viewed as a subspace of the Hubert space Ks-S': it extends as an

isometry of Ks,s' onto Ks-S'. One might say that the elements of Ks,s' are the objects

whose Fourier transform belongs to Fs,s' (this justifies the "roof" in the notation

Proposition 1.1. When s is ^0, Ks,s' can be canonically identified with a space

of tempered distributions in Rn. When s = 0, this is the Sobolev space Hs'. Whens>0,

it is a space of functions which can be extended as holomorphic functions in the strip

{zeCn;\\mZj\<s,   j=l,...,n}.

Proof. When s 3:0, Ks-S' is clearly a space of tempered distributions, i.e. a linear

subspace of SF' provided with a locally convex topology, finer than the one induced

by SF'. Fourier transformation, which is an automorphism of SF', defines an iso-

morphism of Ks,s' onto another space of tempered distributions: the latter can be

identified with Ks,s'. That K0,S' = HS' is obvious in view of Definition 1.1.

Suppose í > 0. The elements of Ks are functions which decay very fast at infinity,

hence Fscy consists of fé"° functions. Reasoning in the case where n = l, which

suffices to our purpose, we see that if/? is an integer 2:0,

\D*u(x)\ S O)"1 f|f|"e-*lil(e,MÍ)|M(í)|)í/í

(/•+» \l/2

2 t2pe-2stdt\     = const pis'"-112,

by Stirling's formula. The case of Fs,s', î>0, iVO, can be dealt with similarly, or

else follows from the statement (1.4) in the next proposition:

Proposition 1.2. The following facts are true:

(1.3) Ifsx i s'x and s2is2, Ksx ,s2 c Kh ,sá and the natural injection of the former into

the latter is continuous and has norm one.

(1.4) Ifsx>s'x, if*i'*iC:JC*i'*2 whatever be s2, s2.

Proposition 1.2 is trivial; the natural injections it tells us about are the canonical

extensions of the identity mapping of (Exp n SF).

We may introduce the spaces

K + m = f)Ks,       K~C° = {JKS-
seÄ seÄ

It follows from Proposition 1.1 that K+ °° consists of functions which can be ex-

tended as entire functions to Cn and whose derivatives of all orders belong to F2.

It is useful to know that F + °° is nonempty. As a matter of fact, we may state:

Proposition 1.3. If 6>0, the function x^exp (-0|x|2) belongs to Ks for all s

(hence to Ks-S' for all s, s'). The space K + <° is dense in Ks,s' for all s, s'.
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Proof. The first part of the statement follows at once from the fact that the

Fourier transform of exp (— 0|jc|2) is the function

(7r/0r,2exp(-|£|2/40).

As for the second part, it follows from the fact that (Expo y)cJC + *.

We recall that S" denotes the space of distributions in Rn having a compact

support.

Proposition 1.4. The space S' is contained in Ks-S' for all s<0 and all s' real.

The space <€? is dense in Ks,s' for all s SO and all s' real.

Proof. That $'<^KS for j<0 is an immediate consequence of the fact that the

Fourier transform of a distribution with compact support is an analytic function

in Rn which grows at infinity slower than some polynomial. As for the density of

<€c in Ks-S' when i^O, it suffices to observe that #™ is dense in the Sobolev spaces

K0,s' = HS' and that the latter, or even simply K° °=L2 is dense in every Ks for

s < 0, as it contains (Exp n SP).

Proposition 1.5. Let s, s' be arbitrary real numbers. Then K~s,~s' can be canon-

ically identified with the dual of Ks-S'. The duality bracket between K*'*' and K~s-~s'

is given by

<h, v> = i»— ((hs'eshû)(h-s,e-shv~) d(,

where v^(^) = v(—i)(ueKs,s',veK~s,~s').  The canonical antilinear isometry of

Ks,s' onto its dual, K~s,~s', is given by

Js¡su = ^-\h2s\i)e2^WÏÏ).

Proof. Evident.

With the functions h, and h are associated operators acting on elements ueK"":

H,u = &-\h,û),       Hu = &-\hû).

More generally, if j and s' are real numbers, we may consider the operators defined

by

Hsu = &-\h*'û),       esltu = ^-\eshû),

which are endomorphisms, and in fact automorphisms, of K"". If s, and *i are

real numbers, the operator Hs'esH induces an isometry of #vsí onto Ksi~s-S'i~s'.

As usual in this type of situation, convolution operators (acting on the spaces

under study, here the Ks-S) are easy to deal with, whereas multipliers are more

complicated. Consider a function G in Rn such that, for some real numbers a, a',

ha'eahG e L<°(Rn).

Let then g be the inverse Fourier transform of G (this is well defined since g e K~ ").
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We set, for any u e Ks,s', g * u=&r~x(G&ru), where G&u stands for the multiplica-

tive product. It is obvious that u -> g * u is a continuous linear map of Ks,s' into

^-s + a.s' + a- as a matter 0f fact, since F°° makes up the set of all the multipliers ofF2,

one obtains in the manner just described all the convolution operators from

Ks's' into Ks + a's' + a'.

In particular, let P(£) he a polynomial of degree m on F„. The convolution of

m e Fs,s' with the inverse Fourier transform of P(f) will be denoted by P(—i d/dx)u.

This agrees with the standard notation when m is a distribution. Clearly, P(—i 8/dx)

defines a continuous linear map of Ks-S' into Fs,s_m.

We might mention that we could have studied the case where í and s' are n-tuples

of real numbers, (sx,..., sn), (s'x,..., s'n) respectively, and defined the operators

Hs' = m'x-H$,       p<»'«> = gii*i+\"+*A.

With such n-tuples are naturally associated spaces Ks-S'. This approach is suited to

situations where the different variables x; are given different rôles. We will not deal

with such situations in this article.

2. About some members and multipliers of the space Ks. We keep the notation of

§1. We assume momentarily that the dimension n of the base space Rn is equal to

one (we continue to denote by x, y the variables in it, by $, r¡ the ones in its dual

Rn). In this whole section, we write || || for the norm in F2 (=L2(Rn) or L2(Rn));

F will be a number > 0.

Proposition 2.1. The function x -> (x+iR) ~1 belongs to the space KR- ~ll2 ~c for

all e>0.

Proof. Indeed, the Fourier transform of the function under consideration is

— 2mY(i;)e~M, where Fis the Heaviside function (= 1 for f >0 and =0 for £<0).

Corollary 1. The function (x+iR)'1 belongs to Ks-S'for alls<R and alls' real.

Proof. Combine Proposition 1.2 with Proposition 2.1.

Corollary 2. The functions (x2 + R2)~1 and x/(x2 + R2) belong to Ks-S' for all

s<R and all s' real.

Proof. Just write

(x2 + F2)-1 = (2/F)"1{(x-/F)-1-(x + íF)-1},

x/(x2 + R2) = i{(x - iR)-i + (x + iR)- !},

and apply Corollary 1.

Proposition 2.2. If \s\ < R, multiplication by (x + iR)'1 defines a bounded linear

operator of Ks, with norm S2Tre]sil(R—\s\).
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Proof. By virtue of Proposition 1.3, it suffices to prove that multiplication by

(x + /F)_1 is a continuous map of F + 0°, equipped with the norm of Ks, into Ks.

Let ue K+co; the Fourier transform of (x + iR)~ 1u is

F(0 = -2m f+" e-R"û($-r,)dr,.

We have

esWi)F(i) = -2m f  °° eV«.«'e-'i''+|s|WT,Vt<{-'')«(f-7?) d^,

where ks(£, T))=sh(t;)-\s\h(ri)-sh($—r)) is ^0 whatever s, £,17 real. We apply then

Holder's inequality

\\eshF\\ S 2^(í+tD e-s"+|s"l<'"dT,\||es'l¿í||,

whence easily the result.

Corollary 1. If \s\ <R, multiplication by (x2 + R2)~1 defines a bounded linear

operator on Ks with norm ^(27re|s|/(F— |i|))2.

Proof. It suffices to write that x2 + R2 = (x+iR)(x-iR).

Corollary 2. If |i|<F, multiplication by x/(x2 + F2) defines a bounded linear

operator on Ks with norm ^27re's|/(F— |j|).

Proof. Apply (2.1).

Proposition 2.3. If\s\ < R, multiplication by tan"1 (x/F) defines a bounded linear

operator on Ks.

Proof. First we assume s i 0. The Fourier transform of tan-1 (x/F) is the

distribution

Uf = -m<rs|V0/O-

It is well known that V=3F~í(ÍTrpv(l/FS) is a bounded function (të"" in the comple-

ment of the origin). Let a he an arbitrary real number, |cr|<F. For ueK+co,

consider

e°((UR * w) = (eaiUR) * (eatu).

Set then GSp,T=.^"-1(e~B|{|+ffi)- We have, in virtue of Plancherel's identity,

(2.2) \\e°%UR * «)|| = 4ira||(K* Gb.^-V4")!-

But by Holder's inequality

[\V*GRJL- S \\V\\L«\\GRJLx

and as a matter of fact, GR,„(x) = (F/tt){F2 + (x2 - id)} e L^R1), so that

l|G*..IU* S R(R2-o2)-112.
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At any rate, we derive from (2.2)

\\eai(UR * û)\\ S C(F, a)Ile"?iîI S C(R, a)\\e^û\\.'

We apply this with o=s and a= — s. We obtain:

||cosh(jf)(i/B*w)|| S C(R,s)\\eshû\\.

But esH()S2es cosh (if), therefore

\\esh(UR * û)\\ S 2C(R,s)es\\eshû\\,

which is what we wanted to prove.

Suppose now that s is <0. If u, v are arbitrary elements of K+™, we have

(by Proposition 1.5)

<« tan"1 (x/R), v} = <«, v tan"1 (x/R)}.

This can be rephrased as follows: in the subspace K+çc of Ks, the multiplication

by tan-1 ix/R) is the transpose of the same mapping in Ä"~s. Then the first part of

the proof, together with Proposition 1.3, implies the sought result for s<0.

Remark 2.1. It is not difficult to obtain an estimate for the norm of the mapping

in A^s, "multiplication by tan-1 (x/R)". This norm is S

2tt2R(R2-s2)-î'2\\&-\pvIIÇ)\\l">.

The preceding results have a natural extension to the case where the number n of

variables is arbitrary. The extension is trivial, due to the fact that H= Hx+ ■ ■ ■ +Hn

(see p. 7).

In the statement below, and also in the forthcoming ones, we use the following

notation convention.

(2.3) Let F be a function of a single variable, x = (xx, ..., xn), p = (pi, ■ ■ -,pn)-

We write

F(xy = (F(xx)yi--(F(xn)y».

Proposition 2.4. Let R be a number >0, s a real number, \s\<R. There is a

positive constant C(R, s) such that, for all n-tuples p, q, r multiplication by

(tan -1 (xlR))PiR2 + x2) " q[xl(R2 + x2)]r

is a bounded linear operator with norm S C(R, s)¡p + q + r].

Remark 2.2. The constant C(R, s) can be chosen so as to be a continuous

function of (R, s) in the angular domain {(s, R)e R2; \s\ < R}. This follows at once

from the Corollaries of Proposition 2.2 and from Remark 2.1.

We may also combine Proposition 2.4 with Proposition 2.1 and its corollaries

(extended to the case of « variables) :

Propositan 2.5. Let d=(dx,..., dn) be an n-tuple of integers >0. For all s<R,

the space Ks contains the function </>x(xxyi ■ ■ •^„(xn)<i", where, for every j= 1,..., n,
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<f>,(x,) is one of the following functions: (Xj + iR)'1, (Xj — iR)'1, (xj + R2)'1,

x,l(x2 + R2).

3. Transformation of the "classical" situation. We consider the situation

described at the beginning of the introduction and the problem (I)-(II). By possibly

shrinking the open set Ü, we may assume that the hypersurface S is exactly the set

of zeros in O of an analytic function whose gradient never vanishes in Q, and also

that the following holds :

(3.1) The piece of hypersurface S is noncharacteristic with respect to P at every

one of its points.

We shall assume that the origin of Rn + l lies on S and that it is the point x° about

which we study the problem (I)-(II).

In this section, we shall perform a succession of changes of variables and of

functions which will ultimately transform our original problem (I)-(II) into a new

one to which the theorems of §0 can be applied.

First change of coordinates. Our first change of coordinates is standard

practice; it might involve some shrinking of the set Í2. The choice of the new co-

ordinates, which we call (yx,..., yn + x), has a two-fold effect: it flattens the hyper-

surface S which carries the Cauchy data, which is now defined, in Q, by the equation

v„ + x=0 ; it puts the expression of the operator P (possibly after division by a non-

vanishing function) into the form

(3.2) F(v, vn + 1, Dy, DVn + 1) = D"n^ + 2cP.Pn+1(y, vn + 1) D%O^X\-

In the right-hand side, the summation is performed over the (n + l)-tuples (p,pn + i)

such that \p\+pn + xSm, pn + xSm — 1 (we use systematically the notation y=

(Vi,..., v„), p = (Pi, ■ ■ -,Pn))- It is clear that we have made full use of hypothesis

(3.1). The coefficients cPtPn + l in (3.2) are analytic functions in D. More precisely, for

a certain number k > 0,

(3.3) the coefficients cPPn + 1(y, y„ + x) can be extended as holomorphic functions

to the complex values of the variables y^lSjSn+l) in a neighborhood of the

polydisk in Cn + 1, \y,\S><(l SjSn+ 1).

Second change of variables.   This is given by

(3.4) y, = x'„   j = 1,..., n;       yn + x = et'lyi cos2 (x,l8)\,

where e, 8 are numbers > 0 which will be submitted to various conditions. Clearly

(3.4) defines an analytic diffeomorphism of the set

(3.5) | y,\ < Stt/2,   / - 1.»J       | vn + 1| < «(fi cos2 W))'

onto the set

(3.6) \x',\ < Stt/2,   ;= l,...,n;       \t'\ < 1.
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We shall right away demand that e and 8 be small enough so that the closure of the

set (3.5) be contained in Í2.

We must look quite carefully at the expression of P in the new coordinates

(x', /'). First of all, we consider the coefficients of (3.2),

c'„,Vri + 1(x', i') = cp>Pn + 1(x', vB + i(x', /')).

This much is obvious:

(3.7) Given any number 8>0, if e is sufficiently small, the cPPii + 1(x', t') can be

extended as holomorphic functions in a neighborhood of the poly disk of Cn + 1,

Ix'jlSxVSjSn), \t'\Sl.
But we need to know more than just that! We observe that

(3.8)   Dy¡ = Dx¡ + 2jtan(x'il8)Dt,    (ISjSn),    F„„ + 1 = ^Q cos2(x;/S))    Dv.

As a matter of fact, we shall be interested in the differential operator

Q = £m|ncos2(x;/5)| P.

First of all, we observe (in view of (3.8)) that the coefficient of Dp in the expression

of Q in the coordinates (x', /') is equal to

o(x', f) = F, ,(x',£/'|ncos2(x;/S)l,|i'ö, l),

where Pm(y, yn + x, Dy, DVntl) is the principal part of (3.2) and 6, the vector whose

jth component (for each _/'= 1,..., n) is sm(2x',l8)x~lxSkSn.k^jcos2(x'kl8). We

derive, from (3.2) and (3.7):

(3.9) Given any 8>0,ife is sufficiently small, a(x', t ') can be extended as a never-

vanishing holomorphic function in a neighborhood of the polydisk in Cn + 1, |xj| S*

(j=l,-..,n),\t'\Sl.
We need also some information about the remaining coefficients in the expression

of Q. This is a linear combination, with the functions cPiPn + 1(x', t') as coefficients,

of the differential operators

f   » ~]m-Pn + X (    »       / It' \P»

(3.10) e"-'.+i|nc°saw/8)|    Ap-"+i|n (^+-s-tan^/S)£,i)

where \p\ +pn + iSm (we shall now only look at the case wherepn + x <m). Suppose

for a moment that x stands for a single real variable and/) for some integer > 0, and

consider the operator

(3.11) ep(cos2 (x/8)y(Dx + 28-1 tan (x¡8)t'Dt.)p.

We apply the following easy lemma of algebra (its proof is left to the student):
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Lemma 3.1. Let A, B be two elements in some ring 8%, such that A and [A, B] = AB

— BA commute. Then, given any integer p> 0, A"BP belongs to the subring spanned by

AB and [A, B].

We apply the lemma with the choices

A = e cos2 (x/S),       B = Dx + 28-1 tan (x/8)t'Dv.

Note that we have

AB = | 8 cos2 (x/8)Dx + -t sin (2x/S)t'Dt.,    [A, B] = | sin (2x/S).
0 0 o

The operator (3.11) belongs therefore to the ring generated by these two differential

operators. Returning to (3.10) we see that it belongs to the algebra spanned by the

differential operators

S cos2 (x',l&)Dx;       (7=1,...,«),        Dt.,

over the algebra spanned by the functions sin (x',/8), cos (x',/8), t' and by e and e/8.

We may write the expression of a~XQ in the coordinates (x\ t'):

a-\x',t')Q(x',t',Dx.,Dt)

(3.12) f   . n
= Dp +2 M*'> <')i u (8 cos2 W/8)^;)p' \DI-

va U = l J

The summation with respect to p, I is performed according to the customary rule

\p\+lSm, l<m. In virtue of (3.7) and (3.9), we may state:

(3.13) Given any 8>0, if e is sufficiently small, the coefficients bpA(x', t') can be

extended as holomorphic functions in a neighborhood of the polydisk Cn + 1, \x',\ S"

(j=l,...,n),\t'\Sl.

Third change of variables. This will be our last change of variables. Its

effect is to "globalize" the situation with respect to the x-variables. It is defined by

(3.14) x} = R tan (x',/8),      j=l,...,n;   t = t',

where R is some number >0 (its choice will depend on the applications we are

interested in, and will determine the choice of S and therefore, in view of the pre-

vious requirements, the one of e). At any rate, (3.14) defines an analytic diffeomor-

phism of the set (3.6) onto the strip {(x, t) eRn + 1; \t\ < 1}. We have

RDXl = 8 cos2 (x',/8)DXl       (l S j S n).

In view of (3.12), the differential operator a~1Q is transformed by (3.14) into a

differential operator / on the strip 11 \ < 1 of Rn *l whose expression is given by :

L(x, t, Dx, A) = DT + 2 F|p|èp,,(5 tan"1 (x/R), t)DpD>,

with summation rule, \p\+l^m, l<m.
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The original problem (I)—(II) (see Introduction) has been finally transformed into

the new one :

(3.15) L(x, t, Dx, Dt)U(x, t) = F(x, t),

(3.16) DkU(x,t)\t=0 = Gk(x),       k = 0,...,m-l.

We have set

(   n n2     \ m

(3.17) F{x, t) = e"|n -pj+^fj («- m tan-1 (x/F), t),

k = 0,..., m — 1.(3.18)      Gk(x) = e*|n R^fgk^ tan " » (x/F)),

Giving a meaning to (3.17) and (3.18) might raise some delicate questions, for/and

the gks may not be ordinary objects like functions or distributions and the sense of

the substitutions (3.14) may need some clarification. In fact, (3.17) and (3.18) might

be taken as definitions off and gk. In the applications, we shall ask that F(x, t) and

Gk(x) take their values in spaces Fs,s' (with respect to the variables x), and this will

define what/and gk must be. It should be said, however, that when F and Gk are

functions or distributions, the same will be true of/and gk (when they are distri-

butions but not functions, the substitutions (3.14) must be defined as extensions of

the same performed on functions).

We go back to equations (3.15) and (3.16). We propose to transform them into

an ordinary differential equation, with prescribed datum at /=0, of the type

considered in §0. We do the transformation according to standard rules. At first

we proceed purely formally. We set, for k= 1,..., m,

(3.20) Uk = Hm~kDf~1U.

Observe that we have, for k = l,..., m-l,

(3.21) DtUk = HUk+x.

As for equation (3.15), it becomes

(3.22) DtUm = 2 *,p,Ap.«(8 tan"1 (x/F), t)(DxH~m + ')HUl + i + F.
p.i

As one does usually, we introduce the my.m matrix

1 0     •••

0 1      •••

0        0     •••

— 02       -03       • • •

Rwbv,k-X(8 tan"1 (x/F), /X^S^-"**"1).
|P|Sm-Jc+l
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Let then F be an /n-dimensional complex vector space where a basis has been

given (in other words, E=Cm), equipped with the Hubert space structure defined

by this basis. Let us set u(t) = (Ux,..., Um), regarding u(r) as a function of t in

[ — 1, + 1 ] with values in a certain space Jf of vector valued (the vectors belonging

to F) functions (or distributions, or "ultradistributions") with respect to the

variables x. We shall assume that the matrix (3.23) defines a linear operator on this

space Jf, which we denote by B(t).

Wealsosetf(/) = (0,...,0, F).

Finally, equations (3.21)—(3.22) become

(3.25) Dta(t)-B(t)Hu(t) = f(t),

whereas the condition at time / = 0 becomes

(3.26) u(0) = u0,

setting

(3.27) u0 = (Hm~ 'Go, Hm - 2GX,..., Gm _ x),

and observing that, in view of (3.20), (3.16) can be rewritten as

(3.28) Uk\t=0 = H"-kGk-i       (k=l,...,m).

We have thus obtained a system of two equations, namely (3.25)-(3.26), which

looks like equations (0.5)-(0.6). It is now time to give a precise meaning to (3.25)-

(3.26), which will make this similarity rigorous.

4. On solvability of linear PDE's with analytic coefficients. Equations (3.15)-

(3.16) have been converted into the system (3.25)-(3.26), to which we want to apply

the methods of §0. For this we shall require that the data, î(t) and u0, as well as the

solution u(0, take their values in some tensor product space Ks ® F. Here, just as in

§3, F is a finite dimensional complex Hubert space; Ks (g) F, or more generally

Ks,s' (g> F, carries the tensor product Hubert space structure. An element of

Ks,s' (g F is, vaguely speaking, a "vector" whose coordinates, in any given basis

of F, are elements of Ks,s'. The norm and the inner product in Ks,s' (g F will be

denoted just as they were when no <gF was present: || ||SiS- and ( , )sX.

Any linear operator acting on Kss will be made to act on the tensor product

Ks-S' (g F by acting on the first factor, Ks,s', and inducing the identity mapping on

the second one, F. Thus, for a and a' real numbers, eaH and Ha' act on Kss' (g F

(and map isometrically this space onto Ks~a-S''a' (g F).

We shall then apply the results of §0, choosing, as one-parameter family of

Banach spaces Fs, the spaces Ks ® F, and as operator /\, the operator H. Conditions

(0.1) and (0.2) are easily checked. In order to see that the norm of the map

H:KS <g)E^Ks' (g E(s>s') is Se-^s-s')'1 (and, in fact, is equal to this

number), one performs a Fourier transformation and uses the fact that, for X^O,

\e-KSe-\
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In accordance with this, we require that our data u0 and f(i) satisfy conditions

(0.7), (0.8). Observe that (0.7) means

(4.1) u0eA[vi®£.

Going back to the definition (3.27) of u0, we see that (4.1) means

(4.2) GkeKs°-m-k,       k = 0, ...,m-l.

As for the solution u(i), it will have to be a continuously differentiable function of t

with values in Ks ® E (s<s0). This is equivalent with saying (cf. (3.20)) that

(4.3) for every k=l,..., m, DkU is a continuous function of t with values in
iss,m-k

As j < j0 is arbitrary, trivially this will also be true for k = 0 :

(4.4) U is a continuous function of t with values in Ks,m.

When we extend t into the complex domain, "continuous" and "continuously

differentiable", in the above statements, and also in the following ones, must be

replaced by "holomorphic".

It remains to check that equation (3.25) makes sense, i.e., that B(t) operates in

the way we want, and satisfies (0.3) and (0.4). In order to prove this, we must now

choose the parameters R, 8, e in (3.4) and (3.14).

Choice of the parameters. We suppose that we are given j0, an arbitrary

real number. Then we choose for R any number such that |j0|<F. Then the

number a of §0 might be any positive number such that

(4.5) |50| S o < R.

The choice of 8 will then follow from the one of R and a, in the following manner.

We apply Proposition 2.4 and we observe that the multipliers tan-1 (x,/R),

j=l,..., n, define bounded linear operators of Ks into itself, for all real s, \s\ S°,

with norm S M, a number which depends only on R and a. We shall then require

(4.6) 8M S x,    the number in (3.3).

This enables us to choose 8>0. Once we have done it, we choose o0 so that

(3.7), (3.9) and (3.13) be satisfied.

The stage is now set for the application of Theorems 0.1 and 0.2. Indeed, re-

turning to the expression (3.23) of B(t), we look at the ones of the entries ßk given

in (3.24), and, in fact, at the individual terms

R}p%,k-X(8 tan"1 (x/R), rXOT-**"1).

Since \p\Sm—k+l, Dvjj-m + k-i (jefines a bounded linear operator of KK,y

whatever be the real numbers A, A', with norm bounded independently of A, A'.

As for the multipliers bPtk-x(8 tan-1 (x/R), t), we combine our choice (4.6) with

property (3.13). We conclude easily that

(4.7) B(t) is a holomorphic mapping of a neighborhood of the closed unit disk in the

complex plane (of the variable t) with values in the Banach space of bounded linear
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operators of Ks (g F into itself, for all real s, \s\ S °, with norm bounded by a number

t > 0, independent of t and s.

Clearly, this implies at once (0.3) and (0.4) (with p= 1).

Finally we obtain, by applying Theorems 0.1 and 0.2:

Theorem 4.1. Let F(x, t) be a continuous function oft, \t \ S 1, with values in the

space Ks° relative to the variables x, and ift is complex, holomorphic for \t\<l with

values in Ks<>. Consider m Cauchy data Gk e Ks°,m~k (OSk<m). Let s be any real

number such that s0 — t<s<s0 and \s\ <a.

There is a unique function U(x, t) with the following property:

(4.8) for each k = 0, I,.. .,m, DkU(x, t) is a continuous function of t, holo-

morphic ift is a complex variable, in the set defined by \t\ < t'x(s0 — s), with values in

Ks,m~k, and verifying:

(4.9) F(x, /, Dx, Dt)U(x, t) = F(x, t)   for\t\ < r-\s0-s),

(4.10) Dkt U(x, 0|t-o = Gk(x)     for every k = 0,..., m-1.

The "real" version of Theorem 4.1 (i.e., the version in which t is regarded as a

real variable) yields a weak solvability result for linear PDE's with analytic co-

efficients, as we have pointed out in the introduction. If then we work our way

backwards through the (analytic) diffeomorphisms of §3, we see that U(x, t)

(resp., F(x, t), resp., Gk(x)) is a function—or a distribution (in some strip |/1 <??),

if and only if the solution u (resp. the right-hand side/ resp., the Cauchy datum gk)

has the same property (in the preimage of the strip | * | < 17). Ina sense, this estab-

lishes an equivalence between the "solvability problem" relative to the differential

operator P and the same problem relative to L(x, t, Dx, Dt).

5. Derivation of the classical theorems. We begin by proving Holmgren's

uniqueness theorem.

As before (cf. §3), we consider a differential operator P of order m in the open

neighborhood of the origin, Í2, in Rn + 1; the coefficients of P are complex valued

(real) analytic functions in Q. We are given a piece of hypersurface Sx in D, of class

eF1, passing through the origin, and noncharacteristic with respect to P at that

point. We shall suppose that the complement of Sx with respect to D consists of

two connected open sets, Oí" and Of. We recall the classical form of Holmgren's

theoremC3) :

Theorem 5.1 (Holmgren). Under the previous assumptions, there is an open

neighborhood 6\ ofO in Q. such that, for all ft"1 functions u in £2, verifying

(5.1) Pu = 0 in Cl,       m = 0 in Ü},-

we have necessarily u=0 in Gx.

(3) The "modern" form of Holmgren's theorem, proved in Hörmander [1] (Theorem

5.3.1), can easily be derived from a variant of Theorem 0.1. See Trêves [4].
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Proof. Possibly after shrinking £2, we may find a piece of analytic hypersurface

in D, S, with the properties listed in the initial paragraphs of §3: S is noncharacter-

istic with respect to P at every one of its points; S contains the origin, and its

complement with respect to Q. consists of two connected open sets, ü+ and Q";

Sx lies entirely on one side of S, say SX<^Ù~, i.e., Of <=£}- ; the intersection of S

and Sx consists solely of the origin.

Figure 1

We perform the changes of variables described in §3. They transform property (5.1)

into

(5.2) Lix, t, Dx, Dt)Uix, i)=0   for \t\ < 1,

(5.3) Uix, f) = 0   for 0 < t < 1 and all x e Rn.

Furthermore, we know that C/(x, 0 is a ^m function of (x, t) in the strip |/| < 1.

We know also that

t \r+ U(x, t)

is a <£"* function of /, 11 \ < 1, with values in the space of continuous functions with

compact support in Rn. This is seen at once on Figure 1. It suffices then to apply

Proposition 1.4 and the uniqueness part of Theorem 4.1.

We come now to the classical Cauchy-Kovalevska theorem. In order to prove it,

we go back to the original problem (l)-(II). It is convenient, and customary, to

extend all the intervening functions to the complex domain : we may assume that Q

is the real part of an open neighborhood of O in the complex space C, Í2C, in

which we are given a complex analytic submanifold of codimension 1, Sc, whose

intersection with O (i.e., with the real space) is equal to 5. We are also given a

differential operator in the complex sense (that is, involving only the 8/8z, and no

8/8z,), with holomorphic coefficients in Qc, Pc, which induces the real differential
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operator P in Q. (by taking the z, real). We may also extend the hypothesis (3.1)

by assuming now :

(5.4) The submanifold Sc is noncharacteristic with respect to P0 at every one

of its points.

Here, now, is the usual version of the Cauchy-Kovalevska theorem :

Theorem 5.2. If (5.4) holds, there is an open neighborhood <SC of O in C such that

the following is true:

To every holomorphic function f in Q.c and to every m-tuple (g0, •.., gm-i) of

holomorphic functions in Sc, there is a unique holomorphic function u in <S° such that

(5.5) Pcu=fin <SC,

(5.6) (8/8v)ku=gk in 0e n Sc for k = 0,...,m-l.

The normal derivative 8/8v is to be understood, here, in the complex sense,

recalling that Sc is a submanifold of codimension 1 of Q.c.

Proof of Theorem 5.2. By possibly shrinking Dc, we may find a holomorphic

function <f> in this open set, which satisfies (8/8v)k<p=gk on QcnSc for all

k=0,..., m — 1. Then, (5.5) and (5.6) can be rewritten into

(5.7) Pc(u-<p)=f-Pc<P in Gc,

(5.8) i8/8v)k(u-<f>)=0 in (9e n Sc for k=0, ...,m-l.

In other words, it suffices to prove the existence and uniqueness of the solution «

when the Cauchy data gk are all identically equal to zero. That is what we suppose

from now on.

We perform (in real space) the changes of variables of §3. They lead to the

equations

(5.9) L(x, t, D„ Dt)U(x, 0 = F(x, t),

(5.10) DkU(x,t)\t=o = 0   fork = 0, ...,m-l.

Let us return to the expression (3.17) of Fin terms off. In view of the hypotheses

about/, and of (3.9), if *>0 is small enough, (a~xf)(x', t) can be extended as a

holomorphic function in a neighborhood of the polydisk of Cn+1, \x',\ Sk(1 SjSn),

\t\Sl- We make then the choices described in p. 16. In particular, because of

(4.6) and by the same reasoning as the one used in p. 16, we see that the multiplier

(«_1/)(S tan-1 (x/R), t) defines a holomorphic mapping of a neighborhood of the

closed unit disk |/| S 1 in C1, into the Banach space of bounded linear operators of

K" into itself. Assuming that m is >0 (otherwise the theorem to be proved is

trivial), we derive from Proposition 2.5 that

belongs to K". Therefore, F(x, t) is a holomorphic function in a neighborhood of

{teC1; \t\ S 1} with values in K". We apply the complex version of Theorem 4.1
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(with s0 = o>0). Choosing 0<j<î0, we conclude that there is a unique solution

U(x, t) of (5.9)—(5.10) which is a holomorphic function of t, \t\< r~l(a—s), with

values in Ks. Since j is > 0, we may apply Proposition 1.1: U(x, /) is a holomorphic

function of (x, 0 in the open subset of Cn +1 defined by the inequalities

llmxj^i,   j=l,...,n,       \t\ < T~\a—s).

Reverting to the solution u of (5.5)—(5.6) via the (inverse) changes of variables of

§3 completes the proof of Theorem 5.2.
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